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Purpose of This Plan
The Province of British Columbia is at a high level of risk from significant seismic events, with the
greatest exposure and threat to public safety, as a function of population densities, being located on the
Lower Mainland, up along the west coast, and Vancouver Island as well. The Province, First Nations
communities, local governments, critical infrastructure owners, various support agencies and partners,
as well as the general public all have a shared responsibility to prepare for, mitigate, respond to and
recover from any catastrophic event.
This plan is part of a larger comprehensive and integrated provincial and (inter)national emergency
management program, and it supports other key strategic and operational planning activities that guide
how the Government of British Columbia will engage and support catastrophic events. Within the
Province, the responsibilities of the various Ministries and Crown Corporations are laid out in the
Emergency Program Act (1996), with specific activities for each more clearly defined in the Emergency
Program Management Regulation (1994). To the extent possible, this plan reflects those responsibilities.
It is well understood within emergency response and management domain the need for aviation
operations in the early stages of a catastrophic event when transportation and communications
infrastructure is potentially impacted. In the absence of an organized structure to manage aviation
resources, there is a very real risk to the safety of air crew, responders, and the general public. This plan
establishes some structure for aviation management during catastrophic events. It is the result of a
multi-stakeholder project funded by the Canadian Safety and Security Program (CSSP).
The key agencies involved in the development of this plan are also those who may have a significant role
to play during a catastrophic event so it’s as much a guiding document for them to integrate their
internal business practices with as it is an over-arching structure to manage the operations. The key
agencies involved are:



BC Wildfire Management Service
 PEP Air (civil air search and rescue)
BC Emergency Health Services (BC
 Canadian Coast Guard
Ambulance)
 Transport Canada
 RCMP Air Services (E Division)
 Nav Canada
 Royal Canadian Air Force
This plan provides the framework for Provincial Government Ministries and other supporting agencies to
build and test their aviation business practices for catastrophic events to. It recognizes that there is a
myriad of existing regulatory requirements, legal mandates, and standard operations procedures (SOP)
that these agencies must abide by.

With the overarching framework, it is incumbent upon the various participating organizations to
exercise the aviation elements of their emergency and business continuity plans on a regular basis, and
in an integrated manner with other supporting agencies.

Scope
This plan provides a framework for the activation and integrated management of a Provincial Air
Operations Branch (PAOB), under the British Columbia Emergency Management System (BCEMS)
Incident Command System (ICS) model where there are multiple agencies in a lead and/or support role
to aviation activities in an emergency event that falls under a provincial jurisdiction. It is based on
legislated mandates of various provincial and key partner agencies.
This plan is intended to be scalable and dynamic as the nature of the event dictates, and to be used
when the aviation support requirements exceed that of the BC Wildfire Service ability to manage
internally and require the integration of aircraft from other agencies.
To the greatest extent possible, in the interest of responder and public safety, and operational
effectiveness, this plan provides for harmonization of procurement, resource requesting, mission
prioritization, and tasking of scarce aviation assets in a coordinated and managed airspace.
This framework allows the various provincial and key partner agencies to design their business practices
to integrate in to the larger air operations branch model, while respecting their need to maintain
management over their own assets and mandates.
Depending on the provincial organizational structure appropriate to the nature of the event(s), the
PAOB will be under the direct purview of the Provincial Emergency Coordination Centre (PECC) or
Provincial Earthquake Response and Recovery Centre (PERRC) Operations Section at all times. For
brevity in this document, both organizational models are synonymous and will be referred to as the
PECC/PERRC. It is also scalable to the regional level as required.
There are three levels of aviation operations activity that transition the response through recovery
phases that need consideration during a catastrophic event. They are:


Tactical
o at this level, the management is focused on individual flight assignments, specific
geographic locations, regular communications, payloads, and daily logistics support in
the highest priority areas
o the earliest stages of the response phase will be heavily oriented towards tactical
operations, likely managed at somewhat of a local level until an air branch organization
starts to establish





Strategic
o at this level, the management is focused on longer term planning based on the phase of
the event, prioritized needs, and forecast fleet and logistics support needs
o strategic operational oversight should be in place as soon as possible, with a focus of
having core air branch functions in place by the end of the second operational period
Humanitarian
o at this level, the management is focused on any incoming and outgoing assistance from
outside British Columbia that has an air transport element
o depending on the nature of the event, the humanitarian function could be managed
from within the PAOB and/or separately from another area within BC that is outside the
impact area, or it could be established and managed in the early stages from another
Province such as Alberta until such time as it can transition back in to the British
Columbia system
o it may make sense to establish the humanitarian operations as a standalone air branch
running parallel, and to some extent integrated, operations with the tactical/strategic
structure

Situation and Assumptions
The BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan identifies:




Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) to
establish and lead the Air Branch (led by BC Wildfire Services) and Water Branch at the
PECC/PERRC. This includes providing personnel, equipment, supplies, telecommunications
equipment, aviation support and weather information to assist response operations.
BC Emergency Health Services (now BCEHS formerly BC Ambulance Service) and their BC Patient
Transfer Network to respond in accordance with the provisions of their Mass Casualty Plan. This
includes determining and prioritizing the number of patients requiring evacuation and coordinating with the Ministry of Health Emergency Coordination Centre (HECC), the local EMBC
Provincial Regional Emergency Operations Centre (PREOC) and the PECC/PERRC for
transportation.

This plan assumes:


in the event of a catastrophic event, a Provincial Declaration of State of Emergency (PROVDEC)
will be declared as authorized in the Emergency Program Act, Division 2, Section 9 enabling the







Province to manage civil aircraft as scarce and critical resources. This effectively suspends any
contractual arrangements that any of the civil carriers may already have in place.
under a PROVDEC all civil aircraft will become centrally managed in the early stages of response,
until such time as critical demand is decreasing and any partner agencies have suitable
capabilities to manage their own aviation activities.
to the greatest extent possible, the respective agencies that provide aircraft and personnel in
support will manage their assets to their current business practices.
where there is no PROVDEC declared, some or all of this plan will provide a framework and
guidance to the management of aviation assets as necessary.
a mission prioritization and tasking scheme, that is directed by the PECC/PERRC Operations
Section, that is generally consistent with the 8 BCEMS response goals:
1. Provide for the safety and health of all responders
2. Save lives
3. Reduce suffering
4. Protect public health
5. Protect government infrastructure
6. Protect property
7. Protect the environment
8. Reduce economic and social losses

Sequence of Events
Subject to the protocols established in the BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan and the nature of
the event itself, the general flow of activities for initiating the provincial air operations branch will be:






Where EMBC provincial operations are intact and reliable communications are in place, the
Provincial Duty Manager (PDM) or PECC/PERRC will contact BC Wildfire Services Provincial
Wildfire Coordination Centre (PWCC) with instructions to initiate the provincial air operations
branch, and will provide a task number.
Where EMBC provincial operations and/or reliable communications are not in place, the next
EMBC authorities to provide instructions to initiate the air branch to the PWCC will be
Southwest Region Duty Regional Manager, followed by the Central Region Duty Regional
Manager. A pending task number will be assumed and issued at first opportunity.
In the event that a large catastrophic event is evident, it is expected that the PWCC will make
attempts to contact its aviation staff in the affected region(s) to determine the status of their
capabilities and needs, and then contact EMBC for instructions in this order:
1. PDM or PECC
2. Southwest Region Duty Regional Manager







3. Central Region Duty Regional Manager
Where the PWCC cannot contact any of the EMBC offices, and a large catastrophic event is
evident, it may initiate the air operations branch under the premise that a task number will be
provided at first opportunity.
The PWCC will determine in consultation with EMBC the best organizational structure and
appropriate location(s) for air facilities to fit the event. The PAOB will report directly in to the
PECC/PERRC Operations section as soon as reasonably practical.
A liaison from EMBC should be assigned to the PAOB in its earliest stages of development.

Key Air Operations Branch Partner Agencies & Contact
The following agencies may play a key role in the Air Operations Branch. It expected that each agency
maintains a current list of emergency contact numbers for each of these organizations.










BC Wildfire Management Service
BC Emergency Health Services (BC Ambulance)
RCMP Air Services (E Division)
Royal Canadian Air Force
PEP Air (civil air search and rescue)
Canadian Coast Guard
Transport Canada
Nav Canada
EMBC

It is expected that personnel from any of the agencies will be able to fulfill key positions such as:







Air Branch Director (or deputy if needed)
Air Branch Operations Chief
Air Branch Planning Chief
Air Branch Logistics Chief
Air Branch Safety Officer
Helibase/helispot management

The Air Branch Finance Chief will come from a provincial government agency, likely BCWS, in the early
operational periods.
Because some of the agencies will also have aviation assets, given the nature of the event(s), it is likely
that more than one representative of each agency will be required in the Air Branch.

See Appendix 3 for specific details on contact processes for key partner agencies.

Activation Considerations – Initial and Sustained Response Phases
Phase 1 – First 24 Hours
Phase 1 covers that first 24-hour period from the initiation of the event. At this stage, activities will likely
be chaotic and information very limited as impacted areas struggle to come to determine scope of the
event, and how they’re going to respond. For the PAOB participants, the following activities will be
important to all agencies and should be considered the highest priority:





Conduct an inventory of impacts to staff, internal communications, and facilities and manage
accordingly.
Collect initial situational awareness(SA) and report back through your internal structures.
establish contact with EMBC through existing organizational protocols if able and report SA,
impacts, staff and fleet availability.
where initial contact with EMBC through existing protocols is not possible, contact with the
PWCC Aviation Management section should be established as soon as possible.

BCWS has a primary mandate of initiating a PAOB. Given the potential impact to their staff and
infrastructure within their regional Coastal Fire Centre, it is likely that the initial activities will be
managed out of their PWCC in Kamloops. This is consistent with other provincial and (inter)national
planning that has identified Kamloops as the centre of logistics support in the initial operational periods.
BCWS will initiate to their aviation management practices and will begin the process of:











identifying and contacting those key agencies who will need to be in the Air Operations Branch
and determining status of their fleets and/or available personnel.
deploying BCWS personnel to manage the PAOB in the interim.
identifying appropriate facilities locally, and throughout the province.
obtaining SA on the impacts to aviation infrastructure around the province.
organizing air assets to begin collecting SA on the scope of the event.
initiate air space restrictions as appropriate.
inventory all available fuel supplier assets and their locations; mobilize as necessary.
establish contact with the Provincial authority that is leading the response at this stage to
provide SA on the air branch and seek direction; if the EMBC PECC is unavailable or not
operational yet, this information should be available through the closest EMBC Regional office.
procuring and tracking aircraft.

Phase 2 – 24 to 72 Hours
During Phase 2, personnel from various agencies may start arriving at a designated facility for the PAOB
and populating the various positions as necessary. During this phase, anticipate a substantial number of
requests that will require prioritization based on the BCEMS goals and mission profiles as the situation
dictates.
Other considerations:








establish reliable and regular contact and take direction from the Operations Section at the
PECC/PERRC.
start formalizing an organization chart and planning ahead for at least 7 to 10 days.
establishing procurement and management of all civil fixed and rotary wing designated for
tactical level operations through a central point at BCWS.
establishing mandatory entry control points in and out of the theatre. Anticipate a number of
aircraft showing up from other areas of the province and from outside that will need to be
provisioned and/or confirmed in to the tracking system and operationally briefed to the event.
establishing suitable locations to manage rotary and fixed wing operations in or as close to the
theatre as necessary, and the fuel and other logistics support.
establishing an air-to-air and air-to-ground communications plan; consider that some other
agencies may have challenges with some frequencies used exclusively in the wildfire sector.

Phase 3 – Full and Sustained Capability (72hrs +)
In Phase 3, the PAOB is fully staffed to the need, both internally and external to the field locations where
aviation activities are a primary focus. These can include primary/secondary air bases, medivac transfer
points, community staging areas and other locations as appropriate. The business flow related to
resource requesting, mission prioritization and tasking, communications, and daily and longer term
planning is established. Effective flight operations and full fleet support is in place 24/7 as required.
External humanitarian support is being managed. Positive information management and situational
awareness is in place. Integration with the PECC/PERRC Operations Section has been established. A
“battle rhythm” is in place.
Consider establishing an advance planning unit that is tasked specifically with the longer term fleet
requirements and transition into sustained and recovery phases of the event. Long term staffing support
and business continuity requirements for aviation aspects of the supporting partners should be
considered.
Consider the need for specialized equipment, availability of the latest technologies, and the importation
of aviation resources from (inter)national partners.

Phase 3 Components


a functional PECC/PERRC Ops Centre



37 appropriately fitted workstations for first shift (includes 8 Fed/Prov partners)

Phase 3 Functions:


AIR PLANNING SECTION
o Task Validation
 Capture and validate task demand
 Group like tasks and remove redundancies
 Review time sensitivity and prioritization
o Airspace / Aircraft coordination
 Collect/review all available air resources and capabilities
 Assign/apportion air resources to task(s) or organizations (as applicable)
 Review/coordinate mission planning to ensure effective and safe mission for
tasking
 Coordinate airspace management procedures
 Coordinate comm/freq requirements
 Coordinate the reporting/image transfer requirements
 Assign the aircraft task to the appropriate agency (that has tasking authority)
 Develop and circulate the flying program/aircraft assignment for the next day,
briefed to Ops



AIR TACTICAL OPS SECTION
o Maintain and share situational awareness including coordinated flight following
o Plan and/or modify already tasked missions to support short notice air tasks/demands
o Monitor the decentralized execution of the flying program
o Assess mission completion/success and determine need for re-planning tasks/missions



AIR LOGISTICS SECTION
o Coordinate essential airport and aviation ground support infrastructure needs to include
fuel, aircraft hangar/tie down space, crew housing, maintenance, and security
o Aircraft/aircrew support



AIR FINANCE SECTION
o Procurement and contracting
o Payment and tracking
o Admin and IT support as necessary

Phase 3 Structure:




24/7 staffing in the PAOB
37 positions/workstations (29 persons + 8 Fed/Prov partners)
103 total personnel required per day; consisting of 3 shifts of 29 staff working 9 hr shifts
(1 hour overlap for shift change) + 2 shifts of 8 partners working 12hr shifts.

Sample Air Operations Branch Organization Chart
PECC/PERRC
Operations

Air Operations Branch
Director (1)

Fed/Prov Key
Agencies (8)

Air Tactical Operations
Coordinator (1)

Air Planning
Coordinator (1)

Air Safety (1)

Air Logistics
Coordinator (1)

Helibases (1)

Aircraft/Airspace
Coordination (4)

Lower Mainland
Support (1)

Airports (1)

Task Validation
(2)

Vancouver Island
Support (1)

Fleet
Management (2)

Situation
Reporting (1)

Interior Support
(1)

Flightwatch (3)

Air Finance
Coordinator (1)

Admin Support
(5)

Air Fuel Support
(1)

Phase 3 Process and Timings
The general activities in the PAOB planning cycles are laid out in a table in Appendix 2. The
activities and suggested timings below should be modified to conform with the larger planning
cycle(s) at the PECC/PERRC. While it may not be standard practice for an organization like BCWS
to staff an air branch overnight in their normal course of business, it should be recognized that
much of the support to responders can be planned for overnight as it is almost certain that
other stakeholder Emergency Operations Centres (EOC) will be staffed 24/7 in the early stages.
As technology evolves, it is also likely that drones for SA collection and unmanned aircraft such
as helicopters may be capable of night operations, and indeed more effective. It is
recommended that the night shift on the Air Operations Branch be staffed overnight from the
outset until such time as the demand diminishes.
Other considerations:
x

once there is a “battle rhythm” the majority of the air support will become somewhat
routine and conform to the planning cycle




there will always be some requests that come in at the last moment, or need to be
reprioritized for some reason
establish a small fleet of aircraft with a range of capacity that are ready to lift off on very
short notice

AOB General Planning Cycle

RECOMMENDATIONS

FEDERAL / PROVINCIAL
COORDINATION

CURRENT OPS
ASSESSMENT

GUIDANCE
EMBC OPS

AIR TASK
DEMAND

RESULTS
CURRENT OPS
PLAN MONITORING

FLYING
PROGRAMME

DR

VALIDATION

PLAN and APPORTION

VALIDATED DEMAND
FOR AIR RESOURCES

EW SERVS FLT 7

0600:
0800:
1200:
1500:
1600:
2200:

Air resource requests due for following operational period plan/taskings. Current Day
plan starts.
PECC/PERRC Ops brief (summary of previous 24 hr air ops)
Tasks grouped and aircraft/organization assigned; initial apportionment complete
Planning details finalized for missions/tasks
Aerodrome Order Book (AOB) & Fly Programme (for next day) produced/published
AOB files an end of day report

Activation Considerations – Longer Term Recovery Operations
A primary focus of the larger response operations will be to establish roadways at the earliest
opportunity to expedite recovery. As these roadways become available, demand for aviation assets
should decrease. Maintaining situational awareness around broader response and recovery operations
will inform the strategic planning elements of the PAOB.
Additionally, as local governments, critical infrastructure owners, and other partner agencies reestablish their capabilities and engage in recovery operations, a transition back to daily business
practices around requesting and management of air resources should be encouraged and supported as
appropriate to the nature of the events.

Situational Awareness
Maintaining a strong situational awareness (SA) is critical to the Air Operations Branch. Broader SA
related to the event(s) can be sourced from:













the larger emergency management system of record (currently Eteam for EMBC).
the internal information systems from the key partner agencies within the PAOB; this includes
aircraft tracking and procurement systems, daily sitreps, activity summary reports, and any
other products they may provide
o To maintain good SA around the larger multi-modal transportation system consider
those organizations with primary responsibilities around regulatory, operational
management, and/or ownership of the transportation assets. For example, Transport
Canada has significant responsibilities around rail and marine transport as well as
aviation
PECC/PERRC Operations Section – an aviation SME/Liaison with direct communications back to
the Air Operations Branch should be present during all operational periods in heightened levels
of activity
PECC/PERRC Planning Section –
o an aviation SME with direct communications back to the Air Operations Branch should
be present during all operational periods; or
o a regular planning cycle schedule should include an aviation SME/Liaison from the PAOB
PECC/PERRC Logistics Section
federal Environment Canada weather forecasts
provincial weather networks and specialists (BCWS, MoTI, MOE etc.)
PECC/PERRC Social Media Unit and Public Information Officers
NavCanada Area Control Centre

Also, the BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan lists the Critical Information Requirements in Annex
G. This section also lists some sources of SA that may prove useful to the PAOB.
The PAOB is also responsible for providing situational awareness on the status of aviation operations
back in through the PECC/PERRC Planning section. This can be done via sitreps and incident action plans
for each of the operational periods generated by the PAOB Planning Unit. At some point, improvements
in technology should automate much of this.

Demobilization Considerations
There can be no specific timeline pre-established that clearly defines when demobilization should begin.
However, with effective management of the aviation resources, less should be required sooner in the
initial and sustained response stages. With broader and timelier situational awareness to inform the
aviation strategic planning, demobilization should be considered early on in the response stages.
The general flow of activities for demobilizing should approximately represent the opposite of the initial
provisioning in to the event. As an asset is formally released from the event, its owner should:




Ensure that all daily flight slips have been signed “goods and services received” by the
appropriate authority at the field operations level
Ensure that all daily flight slips and support documentation required are submitted to the PAOB
Finance Section
Advise PAOB Planning Section of date and time of release, and how flight watch from event to
home base is being managed

Resource Requesting
Typically, requests for aviation resources to EMBC are only done by local governments by the Expense
Authorization Form (EAF) process, which in turn grants them permission to spend provincial funds
against the task number. The local governments procure and pay for the aircraft, as well as determining
flight plans. The carriers typically conduct their own flight watch. Any other agencies and/or ministries
will engage carriers on their own without involvement from EMBC.
However, in a PROVDEC, aircraft will be considered a scarce resource and managed accordingly to
achieve safe and effective operations. To do so, a centralized process for requesting needs to be in
place until such time as the first 3 BCEMS response goals are no longer priority flights and the requesting
entities have some ability to manage aircraft on their own. The decision to enable those entities to
manage the aircraft on their will be a decision from the PECC Operations Section, based on the larger
need of the event and in consultation with the PAOB.
All resource requests for aircraft from local governments, critical infrastructure owners, provincial
ministries, and other partner agencies will be submitted by suitable means at the time to the
PECC/PERRC Operations Section, and vetted for the most appropriate solution. Requests approved for
aviation solutions by the PECC/PERRC Operations Section will be forwarded to the PAOB for

prioritization against existing requests and tasked as appropriate. At some point, improvements in
technology should automate much of this and refine the business flow for resource requests.

Prioritization and Tasking
All requests coming through the PECC/PERRC Operations Section will be prioritized against the overall
demand and BCEMS goals as appropriate, using tools suitable to the nature of the event. Where
volumes of requests are large, the PECC/PERRC Operations Section may empower the PAOB to identify
these priorities. The PAOB will maintain an ongoing and dynamic list of prioritized mission requests and
fill them in a safe, effective, and expedient manner. This mission list will be subject to constant
reprioritization as the nature of the event(s) dictates, and always under the purview of the PECC/PERRC
Operations Section.
Within the PAOB, there will be representatives of partner agencies who are providing aircraft. These
representatives will maintain and report in to the PAOB Planning Section their fleet situational
awareness on an ongoing basis. Requests will come in to the PAOB via the PECC/PERRC Operations
Branch and vetted by these representatives for the most appropriate agency to be tasked. Once tasked,
the missions will be flown per the SOP’s of that agency and subject to the overall airspace management
plan for the event(s). These representatives will report regular status updates on initiation and
completion of the mission, and aircraft status availability. These agencies will include:








BCWS – all civil hire aircraft for tactical level response, logistics support, and strategic planning
operations
BCEHS – any contracted aircraft, and any civil aircraft specifically dedicated to medivac activities
PEP Air/CASARA – all volunteer civil search and rescue fleet in their purview
DND – any military aircraft, Canadian and International
RCMP – any RCMP aircraft
CCG – any CCG aircraft
Transport Canada – any TC aircraft

There will also be regulatory agencies attending. They are:



Transport Canada
NavCanada

Tasking Business Flow

Airspace Management Plan
Appropriate to the nature of the event, an airspace management plan will be developed in the planning
cell of the PAOB and consider elements of:







communications
o air-to-air
o air-to-ground
o agency to agency
deconfliction using
o designated flight and elevation corridors
o geographic boundaries
o airspace restrictions
o integration with NavCanada Flight activities
centralized flight following and tracking
mission typing for tactical local flights and strategic logistical or humanitarian support



decommission of airspace management for the event & transition to routine flight operations

Air Operations Support
General Procurement
Any aircraft, support services, and/or facilities will be procured by the appropriate provincial
government entity using existing or negotiated agreements and instruments to core financial policy
practices. For the air operations anticipate:





BCWS procures all civil fixed wing aircraft, helicopters, and UAV’s and fuel support services
EMBC procures any facilities within and outside provincial government assets
Partner agencies that provide their air assets will do so to their business practices under the
appropriate agreement with EMBC
Procurement practices, financial tracking, and documentation support to federal disaster
financial assistance arrangement (DFAA) audit standards

Aviation Fuels
Once the status is known, to the extent safely and logistically possible, existing commercial airport and
fuelling facilities will be utilized as appropriate for proximity to event and aircraft type. Access to
Department of National Defence fuel facilities may be possible through a Request for Assistance (RFA)
from the PECC/PERRC through Public Safety Canada.
It is likely that early stages of the response will see many of the fixed facilities inoperable due to loss of
power supply, physical damage, and/or fuel contamination or depletion. The BCWS is expert at the
logistics of mobile fuel bowsers, and their business practices and existing agreements will be engaged
through the PAOB as necessary.
Other sources of mobile fuel transport and storage could include the RCAF, civil fixed and rotary wing
operators, external government agencies, and/or specialized manufacturers.

Fleet Management
At the time of the event, BCWS will initiate a protocol to canvas the status of the civil carrier fleet within
the impacted areas. As availability and need becomes better understood, BCWS will extend their
procurement for additional resources to the unaffected areas of British Columbia and out to other
provinces using their existing business practices.
Any inbound aircraft will be required to stop at a defined control point before entry in to the impacted
areas. This will ensure that all financial and contractual controls are in place, and that the aircraft can be
provisioned in to the Air Branch for tasking and tracking purposes. They will also require briefings
related to airspace management, communications protocols, logistics support, and operational taskings.

All unsolicited convergent aircraft will be directed to contact BCWS for instruction before proceeding in
to the impacted area(s).

Primary Air Bases
The BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan identifies EMBC Central Region office as being responsible
for initial activation of the Provincial Logistics Management System in the event that the PECC/PERRC
operations in the Victoria area are compromised. It identifies the following airports as part of the
provincial logistics staging area network and considers grouping of activities:




Prince George – large international logistics park, could support some activities around receiving
and repackaging hard goods
Kamloops – primarily equipment and hard goods
Kelowna – primarily personnel and medivac

The BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan identifies the following airports as part of the regional
logistics staging area network, and to the extent possible part of the multi-model transportation
network:




Vancouver, Squamish and Abbotsford – servicing Lower Mainland and Sunshine Coast
Comox and Port Hardy – servicing central and northern Vancouver Island
Victoria and Nanaimo – servicing southern Vancouver Island

As the nature of events dictates, as they come available it is likely that larger airports that can
accommodate heavier fixed wing operations will become a hub of multi-agency and or humanitarian
support activity. Consider establishing a primary fixed wing base at the larger established and roadaccessible airports with 24/7 operations as able. Power, water, fuel and communications capabilities will
be required.
Consultation and regular communications should be considered with local governments and the airport
owners to ensure that there will be no conflict with their existing emergency plans and intended other
uses of the airport facilities.
Consider establishing one or a few primary helibases in or near the impacted area(s) at alternate
locations so as to deconflict with the larger fixed wing operations. At these helibases, activities such as
daily crew briefings, aircraft maintenance, and flight crew logistics can be securely conducted. Power,
water, fuel and communications capabilities will be required. Also give some consideration to the ability
to co-locate a dedicated camp operation for housing and feeding flight crews.
Anticipate an influx of procured and convergent volunteer aircraft, particularly helicopters, and consider
establishing a primary control point of entry in to the event at an airport in close proximity but not in
conflict with the larger logistics and response operations. Ideally, this airport would have existing hotel,
restaurant, fuel and transportation infrastructure in the nearby community.

Examples for a large event in the Lower Mainland could be:






Penticton or Merritt Airport – single point of entry in to the event; managed from the BCWS fire
base
Abbotsford Airport – major inbound and out bound transfer point for medical and logistics large
fixed wing
Langley Regional Airport – primary helicopter base for lower mainland
Pitt Meadows and Boundary Bay Airports – local day staging areas for responders requiring air
support
A multitude of Transport Canada approved helipads, and unapproved sports fields and
commercial parking lots could form a network of day-use helispots; many of these are identified
in existing emergency plans within local governments and First Nations communities

Examples for a large event on Vancouver Island could be:





Abbotsford, Vancouver or Pitt Meadows Airport - single point of entry in to the event; managed
from the BCWS fire base or other facility as appropriate
Comox or Victoria Airports - major inbound and out bound transfer points for medical and
logistics large fixed wing
Victoria, Nanaimo and Duncan Airports - local staging areas for responders requiring air support
A multitude of Transport Canada approved helipads, and unapproved sports fields and
commercial parking lots could form a network of day-use helispots

In some cases, it may make sense to co-locate responder camps and staging areas at some of these air
bases closer in to the impacted area.
Staffing requirements for the primary fixed wing air bases to maintain 24/7 operations for several weeks
or months will be extensive. Expert leadership and capacity rests within the DND, their international
military and humanitarian affiliations, and their contractor network. In the early stages of operational
planning, consideration should be given to establishing a longer-term model that will function through
immediate and sustained phases of response, with the appropriate demobilization transition. If DND
resources are required, they should be part of a formal request for assistance (RFA) generated by the
PECC/PERRC through Public Safety Canada to the federal Government Operations Centre.

Secondary Bases and Helispots
Maintaining good situational awareness of the overall event through the PECC/PERRC Operations and
Plans Sections will inform good decision making around the locations and functionality of numerous
helispots. Anticipate primary missions in the first few operational periods to be largely focused on
activities in support of responder transport, medical evacuation, and damage assessment. At some point
this will transition in to such activities as critical infrastructure recovery and distribution of life sustaining
supplies. Operationally it may make sense to establish primary staging areas for the different responder
groups separate from the medical support.

An example for the Lower Mainland could be:





Langley Airport – primary helibase
Pitt Meadows Airport – staging area for all search and rescue teams
Fort Langley Airport – staging area for medical responders; multi-modal transportation transfer
point for air, road and marine
Boundary Bay Airport – staging area for damage assessment teams

Many of the local governments list Transport Canada approved as well as local unapproved locations,
such as sports fields and golf courses, as emergency helispots in their emergency plans. Some may be
co-located close to first responder facilities and/or larger facilities that can manage such activities as
mass casualty management or community staging areas for logistics support. While it may be a
jurisdictional responsibility of the local government to establish and manage those sites, consider that
many will likely not have enough staff and/or any staff knowledgeable in aircraft operations. Through
their existing structure and (inter)national agreements, BCWS can provide trained, equipped aviation
staff at many levels for field operations so they may need to be engaged in the early stages.

Humanitarian Support Operations
Tactical air operations will be managed for greatest effect to support the site level through the PAOB
structure. The larger air (inter)national support elements may need to be managed as a separate entity
more closely associated with the PECC/PERRC Logistics Section. These elements will be such resources
as response and medical personnel, food and medical supplies, and anything else that the Logistics
section will be responsible for sourcing and providing.
Given that the earlier operational periods will see a higher level of aviation activity closer in to the
impact area, it may make sense to manage the humanitarian air support elements as part of the
provincial logistics staging area, and possibly through a Humanitarian Support Air Operations Branch
established in concert with the Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA) and/or Public Safety
Canada initially outside of BC. This Branch could eventually transition back in to BC as activities and
infrastructure allow into a Provincial Air Logistics Branch that supports the PECC/PERRC Logistics
Section.
One other consideration may be to engage the Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre (CIFFC), and by
extension the other wildfire agencies in Canada, to initiate the Humanitarian support operations as a
function of their current business practices around personnel and equipment transport for wildfire
support. CIFFC and the provincial agencies all retain current relationships with the majority of large
commercial airlines, smaller aircraft charter providers, and logistics support specialists.

Appendix 1 – Legal Authorities, Plans and Agreements
Emergency Program Act
Authority for the Province to plan for earthquakes resides within the Emergency Program Act (EPA). The
Act and regulations established under the authority of the EPA also specify the roles of British Columbia
government ministries and agencies, as well as the responsibilities of local authorities in B.C. for overall
emergency preparedness, response, and recovery.
In the event of a catastrophic earthquake, a declaration of a provincial state of emergency will be made
under section 9(1) of the EPA, and for the duration of the state of emergency the identified Ministry
may implement acts and procedures its Minister considers necessary to prevent, respond to or alleviate
the effects of an emergency or a disaster. For the intent of this plan, the Minister’s authority will be
utilized to procure and manage centrally any civil aircraft as deemed necessary by the nature of the
event(s).

Transport Canada
Transport Canada is mandated to provide regulatory and safety oversight to Canada’s transportation
systems. Specific to this plan, Transport Canada is authorized under the Aeronautics Act. Authorities
under the Aeronautics Act include the ability to impose restrictions on airspace and aviation operations.
Transport Canada also has a significant responsibility over the national transportation system writ large.

NavCanada
Established in accordance with the Civil Air Navigation Services Commercialization Act (ANS Act),
NavCanada provides services to commercial and general aviation in controlled airspace across Canada
and includes a special arrangement with Bellingham Airport in Washington State. These services include
air traffic control, airport advisory and flight information, and aeronautical information.

Relationship and Interdependencies with Other Plans, Agreements and
Organizations
This plan is intended to support the BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan (IRP), which is a
component of the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) and guides provincial and
support agency response. Concurrent plan activations by responding and supporting partners include
the following.

Local Authority
Both the EPA and the Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation establish the responsibility of
local authorities to develop emergency plans. Local authority plans guide their local response and the
IRP guides the provincial response. During a provincial state of emergency, it is anticipated local
authorities will continue to follow their plans with the provincial declaration working to support the
efforts of the local authority by properly sourcing, prioritizing and providing resources from the
supporting area to the impact area.

Alberta Earthquake Response Plan for a Catastrophic Earthquake British Columbia
The Alberta Emergency Response Plan for a Catastrophic Earthquake in B.C. outlines how Alberta will
coordinate assistance to support B.C. in response to a catastrophic earthquake. The plan outlines
activities that work in coordination with the federal government's Earthquake Response Protocol and
B.C.’s IRP.

Federal Plans
The Government of Canada (GoC) Earthquake Response Protocol provides strategic guidance for the
coordination of the GoC in response to a significant earthquake in Canada. The protocol complements
the Federal Emergency Response Plan and its associated Emergency Support Functions, and the National
Emergency Response System, which are intended to support provincial emergency response activities.
Public Safety Canada is the primary department coordinating the GoC response through the
Government Operations Centre. Other federal plans that may be activated are the GoC Plan for the
Movement of People and Goods During and Following an Emergency and internal department and
agency emergency response plans.

Department of National Defence – Contingency Plan PANORAMA
Following a catastrophic earthquake event affecting southern Vancouver Island and/or the Greater
Vancouver area, Joint Task Force Pacific (JTFP) will assess the situation and, if required, activate the
Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) regional Contingency Plan (CONPLAN) PANORAMA , which is the CAF
regional response to a catastrophic earthquake effecting B.C.
Engagement with civil authorities will occur early and at multiple levels to determine how and where
military forces will be best engaged in immediate response activities in support of the Province.
CONPLAN PANORAMA is linked to and integrated with other CAF regional and higher-level plans.
Combined, these plans detail actions of the CAF units, bases and formations in B.C., and the
reinforcement of JTFP with other high readiness CAF elements throughout Canada. Reinforcement will
occur through a combination of pre-planned deployments and through the Request for Assistance (RFA)
process.

BC Tsunami Notification Process Plan
In the event a tsunami is generated, such as from a North American plate earthquake, Cascadia
Subduction Zone earthquake or a far field seismic event, the BC Tsunami Notification Process Plan will
be activated by EMBC to disseminate tsunami notifications for the province through the Provincial
Emergency Notification System (PENS).

Agreements
There are a number of agreements in place between B.C. and other entities. Individual ministries may
have emergency response agreements for specific hazards and/or resources within other jurisdictions.
The following agreements are primary to the BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan.

Metro Vancouver Regional Advisory Group
The 23 local authorities comprising Metro Vancouver and EMBC established the Metro Vancouver
Regional Advisory Group to support the Southwest Provincial Regional Emergency Operations Centre
(SWE PREOC) with high-level consultation and decision-making during emergency events of regional
significance within Metro Vancouver jurisdictions. The purpose of the Metro Vancouver Regional
Advisory Group is to share situational information, confirm regional priorities, collaborate on regional
decisions, and coordinate sharing and allocation of resources across Metro Vancouver.
The Metro Vancouver Regional Advisory Group is intended to address regional issues where additional
high-level input or recommendations are required that cannot be obtained through normal EOC to
PREOC processes or through existing policies and guidelines.

Pacific Northwest Emergency Management Arrangement (PNEMA)
PNEMA is an inter-jurisdiction agreement between Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, the Yukon and
British Columbia for cooperating during emergency events, including the provision of emergency
management assistance requested by the impacted member jurisdiction. In a catastrophic event, B.C.
would verify the need for assistance and contact PNEMA’s International Coordination Group (ICG). The
ICG exercises overall coordination and control of all activations of the PNEMA system and would
coordinate among PNEMA leadership and B.C. and compile resource lists offered by member
signatories. The ICG will also determine the need to deploy a PNEMA resource management team
(known as an A-Team) to B.C. to coordinate requests for assistance from PNEMA signatories and to
deploy and manage PNEMA resources in support of B.C. earthquake response efforts.

Inter-provincial/territorial Assistance
In 2010, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for Inter-jurisdictional Emergency Management
Assistance was finalized between the members of the Canadian Council of Emergency Management
Organizations (CCEMO). The MOU establishes protocols for requests for mutual assistance between the
provinces and territories and mutual cooperation and collaboration in emergency management
activities. The MOU allows B.C. to request mutual aid from one or more signatories and outlines
protocols for the mutual aid request.
In addition, a MOU has been established between B.C. and Alberta for interprovincial emergency
management assistance. This MOU will expedite the movement of people and resources between the
two provinces in the event of a disaster. Some elements of planning already identify resources and
supplies that will automatically be shipped under certain conditions where contact cannot be made with
the PECC/PERRC or other EMBC regional offices.

BC Wildfire Service (Inter) National Agreements
The BCWS is a signatory to several (inter) national agreements on resource sharing. Through these
arrangements, BCWS can request specialized equipment and trained personnel. These agreements
include but are not limited to:





the Canadian Inter-Agency Forest Fire Centre
the Northwest Fire Compact
individual cross-border agreements with neighbouring territories, provinces and states
British Columbia Australia (state of Victoria) Mutual Aid Agreement

International Assistance
There are several international organizations that provide response capabilities and assistance following
natural and humanitarian disasters. The Government of B.C. may require expertise, supplies, and/or
specialized equipment. Requests for international assistance will be initiated through the PECC/PREOC
to the Government of Canada through Public Safety Canada to the Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade
and Development.

Plan Activation
The IRP will be activated following a catastrophic earthquake with significant impacts to B.C. The scope
and scale of the impacts of a disaster will be such that a provincial State of Emergency will be declared
as soon as possible and activation of this plan will occur in one of the following ways:
• By decision: As per Section 7 of the EPA, the IRP will be activated by the Minister of Public Safety
and Solicitor General or by the following:
o
o
o

EMBC Assistant Deputy Minister
EMBC Executive Director, Operations and Recovery Transition, or
Other EMBC Executive Directors or senior decision-makers available within EMBC.

EMBC and stakeholders will be notified of the plan’s activation through the PENS or by any available
means.


By default: Following a catastrophic earthquake, agencies are to follow the Agency
Communication and Telecommunication Procedures as described in Annex E of the IRP. Initially,
agencies are to attempt to make contact with their own offices in the impacted areas; if this is
impossible or communications in the impacted areas are degraded, agencies are to assume
activation of this plan. Once the provincial emergency management structure is operational,
EMBC will confirm the plan’s activation through the PENS.

Appendix 2 - Daily Air Operations Branch Planning Cycle
This model needs to maintain some flexibility to integrate in with the larger PECC/PERRC planning cycle
and can be modified to suit the nature of the event(s). It can be structured something like:

Activity

Air Branch Operational
Briefing

Purpose






Attendees/Responsible
Parties

review overall status & projections
for event(s)
review previous operational period
review current operational period
objectives
brief any strategic objectives from
PECC/PERRC
review assignments for operational
period



Section
Management &
General staff

review internal daily objectives and
assignments
review section plans and
assignments to meet incident
objectives for the next operational
period
as required by PECC/PERRC



Each section’s
staff
Section Chiefs
and/or
Management
Staff as required
as determined by
Section Chiefs

Individual Section Meetings



Air Branch Planning Meeting



Generate sitrep and
required reporting



Management Objectives
Meeting



review/identify objectives for the
next operational period



Incident Action Plan



as required by PECC/PERRC



Individual Sections
Operational Period Turnover
Briefing



review overall status & projections
for event(s)
review current operational period
objectives, accomplishments and
outstanding issues
brief any strategic objectives from
PECC/PERRC
review assignments for next
operational period











Air Branch
Director with all
Management
Staff
as determined by
Air Branch
Planning Section
Chief
Air Branch
Director, Section
Chiefs, and
individual
positions as
appropriate

Appendix 3 – Process for Contacting Key Agencies
THIS APPENDIX SANTIZED OF EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION
When initiating the PAOB, the BCWS PWCC will contact the PECC/PERRC for instructions and a task
number. Page 37 of the BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan (2015) identifies a protocol for
contacting EMBC’s PECC/PERRC. In essence, the contact protocol states:




Contact PECC through normal and contingency numbers
If contact cannot be made with the PECC/PERRC, then the next point of contact should be the
EMBC South West Region PREOC
If contact cannot be made with the South West Region PREOC, then the next point of contact
should be the EMBC Central Region PREOC

In order or priority, these key agencies should be engaged through EMBC when initiating the PAOB.

Agency

BC Wildfire Service, Provincial
Wildfire Coordination Centre,
Aviation Management Section

Primary Role








BC Emergency Health Services,
Air Operations






NavCanada




Determine some initial scope of event & best probable
location for air operations branch
Initiate call out to primary agencies
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for tactical operations
and planning support
Lead organization for managing 1st responder support
Provide procurement and financial management of civil hire
aircraft
Provide contracted aircraft as required
Determine initial scope of additional aviation support
required for Patient Transfer Coordination Centre
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for tactical operations
and planning
Lead organization for managing mass casualty and patient
transfer
Manage BCEHS contracted aircraft as required
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for airspace
management planning
Provide fleet aircraft as able

Transport Canada



PEP Air/CASARA





Joint Task Force Pacific, RCAF






RCMP Air Services




Canadian Coast Guard




EMBC



Provide personnel to populate PAOB for airspace
management planning
Provide aircraft for aerial surveillance and support as required
In concert with EMBC, initiate aerial damage assessment
flights per existing plans, as required
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for airspace
management and strategic planning, and tactical operations
Provide aircraft for aerial surveillance and support as required
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for airspace
management and strategic planning, and tactical operations
Provide aircraft for aerial surveillance and support as required
Provide access to mobile air traffic control equipment and
personnel as required
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for airspace
management and strategic planning, and tactical operations
Provide aircraft for aerial surveillance and support as
appropriate
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for airspace
management and strategic planning, and tactical operations
Provide aircraft for aerial surveillance and support as
appropriate
Provide personnel to populate PAOB for liaison to
PECC/PERRC Operations Section and strategic planning

Appendix 4 – Process For Collecting Intel on Airport & Fuel Status
Ownership of approved airports and heliports can range federal/provincial/municipal government, first
nations communities, health authorities, private companies, and a host of others. Each of these sites will
have some sort of emergency plan that contains notification procedures for when they have been
compromised. Also, most local government and community level emergency plans will identify some
sort of contact process to determine the status of the site and facilities. Ensure that there is no conflict
with intentions to utilize airport facilities in existing emergency plans.
The common thread between all approved airports and heliports is Transport Canada, the overarching
regulatory body. Engaging Transport Canada early on in the process to collect intel on airport and fuel
status is recommended.
Also, the aviation section at the BC Wildfire Service has regular contact with the majority of the airport
owners, fuel suppliers, and smaller rotary wing operators in the province, so an alternative process may
be to engage BCWS to collect this intel. This could be delegated out to one of their fire centres outside
the impacted area(s).

Appendix 5 – Airport Contact Info & Primary Functions
THIS APPENDIX SANTIZED OF EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION
The BCWS Provincial Air Tanker Centre (PATC) in Kamloops is co-located with the PWCC. PATC maintains
contact info for all Transport Canada approved airports, and the respective fuel suppliers with facilities
on those airports. Alternatively, the Canadian Flight Supplement published by NavCanada contains
airstrip status, available facilities, communications, and contact information for all known airports,
runways, and heliports in Canada.
The BC Earthquake Immediate Response Plan, Section 6 Logistics identifies the following larger airports
as primary air heads in the provincial logistics movement system:




Kamloops Airport (YKA) – aircraft and equipment, military staging
Kelowna Airport (CYLW) – personnel
Prince George Airport – commodities

For servicing the Lower Mainland and Sunshine Coast as available:



Abbotsford Airport (YXX) – commodities, personnel, heavy lift aircraft
Vancouver (YVR) - commodities, personnel, heavy lift aircraft

For servicing the North Island and remote Mainland:



Comox Airport (CYQQ) – commodities and personnel
Port Hardy Airport (CYZT) – commodities and personnel

For servicing South Vancouver Island:



Nanaimo Airport (CYCD) – commodities and personnel
Victoria Airport (CYYJ) – commodities and personnel

Rotary Wing Operations
Consider the need for a control point for all incoming aircraft so they can be provisioned in to the air
operations mission tracking system. All civil hire aircraft from outside the impact area(s) should
enter/exit the event at a single point of registry for procurement and tracking purposes. Options for this
could be:




Penticton Airport (CYYF) – aircraft registered and held at the airport until specific tasking
instructions; possibly managed out of the BCWS fire attack base, which also has some pre-wired
and plumbed locations for portable trailers
Pemberton Airport (CYPS) – if a 2nd registration point is required, then consider Pemberton

Appendix 6 – Special Aircraft Considerations
Some of the aircraft that are used have special considerations related to landing/take off, fuelling, and
payload management.
Some heavy fixed wing will require longer runways for landing and take-off. Ensure that the unit within
the PAOB and/or strategic and/or humanitarian support operations are aware of the requirements
relative to the aircraft types being used.
Many larger fixed and rotary wing aircraft require larger volumes of fuel delivered through a pressurized
system. These are typically not found at many of the smaller airports. It is likely that several of the midsize airports will have suppliers with mobile delivery options on the ramp. The larger regional and
(inter)national airports will have appropriate pressurized fuel delivery systems.
Some of the larger fixed wing aircraft will require specialized equipment for (un)loading cargo. Do not
assume that all larger airports have this equipment. For example, some aircraft types can only be
(un)loaded at YVR and not Prince George, Abbotsford, Kelowna, or Kamloops. There is an international
cargo hub being constructed near Prince George airport so it may be likely that the appropriate
equipment for (un)loading some heavy lift fixed wing aircraft may be there.

Appendix 7 - Air Branch Functional Roles and Responsibilities
The main premise behind this plan is to create an PAOB that is established under the purview of the
PECC/PERCC or PREOC Operations Sections as appropriate to the nature of the event(s). Accordingly, the
PAOB needs to maintain organizational flexibility, both in terms of how it’s structured and what entity it
reports to. This reporting relationship can change, and could easily start as a regional entity, and then
scale up to a provincial level for some time only to revert back to a regional model again.
Core functionality can be based in an ICS structure, with the following primary positions in place by the
2nd or 3rd operational period ideally. Presumably, the structure of the air branch will evolve as nature of
the event dictates.

Air Operations Branch Primary Functional Responsibilities:
Air Operations Branch Director (AOBD) - The AOBD should have extensive knowledge of
emergency management policy and procedures, practical experience in managing emergency operations
during a disaster or emergency situation, and a background in aviation. The AOBD is responsible for
ensuring all planning and coordination of emergency management activities related to aviation issues.
The AOBD will develop objectives in accordance with the PECC/PERRC priorities and ensure that those
objectives are completed:













Obtain briefings and take direction from PECC/PERRC Operations Section Chief
Organize preliminary Air Operations as appropriate, initiate request for NOTAMS and other air
space restrictions as necessary
Participate in the preparation of the Incident Action Plan
Perform operational planning for event air operations
Supervise PAOB personnel and coordinate with supporting agencies
Evaluate helibase locations
Establish procedures for emergency reassignment of aircraft
Schedule approved flights of non-incident aircraft into the incident area
Evaluate requests for non-tactical use of aircraft assigned to the event
Resolve conflicts concerning non-assigned or itinerant aircraft involved in over-flights
Monitor for accidents or special incidents
Maintain Unit and Position Log books; consider a scribe to capture key comments, decisions etc.
attached to the AOBD

The PAOB model can be expanded to address strategic and humanitarian operational activities. In
those circumstances, a variant of the naming convention for this and other positions could be Air
Operations Coordinator - Strategic, or Air Operations Coordinator – Humanitarian.

Federal and Provincial Key Agencies – These key agencies either bring to the event some provincial
or federal legal mandate for support to a catastrophic event, and/or a fleet of existing aircraft, and/or
some form operational or regulatory subject matter expertise. Within those parameters:





the air branch will support those legal mandates as they are vetted against the event mission
tasking prioritization scheme
those agencies with aircraft will operate their assets within their own SOP’s; agency
representatives will provide current updates on fleet availability, and will be responsible for
receiving taskings from the PAOB, translating them into their internal business process
requirements, and then reporting back on the mission status
those agencies with subject matter expertise will contribute to the overall strategic and tactical
planning as appropriate, and will ensure compliance with any regulatory requirements as
necessary

Aviation Safety Specialist – The Aviation Safety Specialist works directly for the AOBD and has the
authority to shut down any element of aviation operations on the event if there is an immediate threat
to safety. The Aviation Safety Specialist should have knowledge of all aspects of flight safety for the
types of aircraft and missions to be flown. Where available, an experienced aviation specialist should be
designated to monitor operations specifically focusing on potential or realized safety issues, such as
impending weather conditions, crew duty limitations and any hazard conditions that exist in the
operations. The Aviation Safety Specialist receives and processes all safety related information and
investigates all incidents, occurrences and accidents related to the event.

Air Tactical Operations Coordinator – The Air Tactical Operations Coordinator, as informed and
supported by the other air branch sections and participating agencies, is responsible for coordinating
airborne and ground support activities to include:







operational missions and flight watch
airspace procedures and management for deconfliction
aircraft availability scheduling
communications plans
tracking/documentation
providing aviation operations subject matter expertise to the AOBD and/or the PECC/PERRC
Operations Section

The appointee should have extensive knowledge of emergency management policy and procedures,
Canadian Aviation Regulations (CAR’s), and experience in aircraft operations including the working
capabilities of various aircraft types.
The PAOB model can be expanded to address strategic and humanitarian operational activities. In those
circumstances, a variant of the naming convention for this and other positions could be Air Strategic

Operations Coordinator, or Air Humanitarian Operations Coordinator. This can apply to the other
section coordinator roles listed below.

Air Planning Coordinator – The Air Planning Coordinator reports to the AOBD but works closely with
the PECC/PERRC Planning section to support response aviation activities including:







in concert with SME's, development of airspace management and deconfliction planning
validating tasks that are appropriate to the event and in compliance with the event mission
tasking prioritization scheme; this will require a close working relationship with the Operations
Coordinator, AOBD and PECC/PERCC Operations Section
developing task lists and/or plans for operational execution
collects and distributes intelligence and situational awareness for the aviation branch and other
agencies as appropriate
providing regular situation reporting as required for the event

The appointee should have extensive knowledge of emergency management policy and procedures,
Canadian Aviation Regulations (CAR’s), Transport Canada Regulations, and experience in aircraft
operations.

Air Logistics Coordinator – The Air Logistics Coordinator reports to the AOBD but works closely with
the PECC/PERRC Logistics Section to ensure coordination of support to aviation operations including:






airport operations and aviation infrastructure
aviation fuels and availability
coordinates with other planners and organizations to establish and operate bases for aviation
assets
response aviation activities and flight crews
providing aviation logistics subject matter expertise to the AOBD and/or the PECC/PERRC
Logistics Section

The appointee should have extensive knowledge of logistics and supply chain management, emergency
management policy and procedures, and airport and federal Flight Services operations.
Consider an Air Logistics position permanently embedded in the PECC/PERRC Logistics Section.

Air Finance Coordinator – The Air Finance Coordinator reports to the AOBD and works closely with
the PECC/PERRC Finance Section to ensure that all activities and supporting documentation related to
aviation finances are captured, tracked and reported including:




daily flight slips collected and tracked by date, times, supplier, mission type, mission duration
and estimated or actual costs
reports on out daily estimated costs
ensures procurement contracts are current and accurate



provides administrative support to other sections as needed

The appointee should have an extensive working knowledge of Province of BC Core Financial Policy and
appropriate practices, as well as some knowledge of contract management and aviation operations.

Other Positions For Consideration
Based on known activities from large disaster response events globally in recent decades, there will
likely be a spike in the demand for aircraft and a supporting organizational structure in the earliest
operational periods where ground transportation is compromised, and life safety is a priority. Anticipate
this peak demand to start diminishing somewhat after about 10 to 14 days, at which point there will be
some transition towards a longer-term recovery phase.
Also consider establishing 24/7 operations as required. As technology evolves and unmanned vehicles
become available, the nature of the night operations will also have to evolve.
To accommodate this peak demand period, consideration may be given to some other positions within
the Air Branch, including but not limited to some of the following.









Deputy Air Branch Director Deputy, and Deputy Coordinators in each of Operations, Planning,
Finance and Logistics
Supervisor or unit leaders within each of the sections
Geographic management units under a deputy or similar position; examples might Vancouver
Island operations, Lower Mainland operations, Interior operations etc
Risk management specialists
Ground operations supervisors at helibases, community points of distribution and/or medivac
locations where aircraft are able to land, and locations where response personnel and supplies
are to be marshalled and/or transferred on/off aircraft
Support services and air facilities supervisors
Scribes and/or videographers to capture critical data for future use

Appendix 8 – PEP Air Aerial Damage Assessment Plan
The PEP Air/CASARA organization is able to launch a fleet of small fixed wing aircraft with pilots,
navigators and spotters on board. These teams are trained in aerial damage assessment and have the
equipment to capture and deliver near real time imagery and data about any number of types of events.
They can provide intelligence on the status of major roads and critical infrastructure in and out of the
impacted area(s) within the first operational period and regularly train to this capability. This
information can be significant to response operations planning and logistics movement system support.
If the EMBC PECC/PERRC is compromised, the PEP Air damage assessment plan for major roads can be
initiated from any EMBC office through the local PEP Air Zone Commander. A request from MoTI
Provincial Ministry Operations Centre to initiate some or all of the plan can also occur. Where airports
and/or aircraft are unavailable in one region, the flights may be initiated and managed from another.
The aircraft will fly under safe visual flight rules (VFR) per their standard operating procedures. Any
imagery or data captured is automatically downloaded into a system as it is generated and can then be
further shared via email or text links.
In addition to specific requests, the major road systems that can be covered on a provincial level in the
first 2 operational periods are:

Central/South East Regions













Highway 1 from Kamloops to BC/Alta border
Highway 1 from Kamloops to Hope
Highway 99 from Cache Creek to Pemberton
Highway 97C from Ashcroft to Peachland
Highway 5 from Kamloops to Hope
Highway 5A from Kamloops to Princeton
Highway 3 from Hope to BC/Alta border
Highway 3A from Kaleden to Keremeos, and Nelson to Creston
Highway 97 from Monte Creek to the BC/US border
Highway 33 from Kelowna to Rock Creek
Highway 6 from Vernon to BC/US Border
Highways 21, 22, 22A, 31, 31A, 93, 95, 95A, 97A & 97B

North East & North West Regions




Highway 16 from Prince George to Prince Rupert
Highway 16 from Prince George to BC/Alta border
Highway 97 from Prince George to Cache Creek

South West Vancouver Island Region








Highway 1 from Hope to Coquitlam
Highway 7 from Hope to Coquitlam
Highway 19 from Port Hardy to Nanaimo
Highway 1 from Nanaimo to Victoria
Highway 4 from Parksville to Tofino
Highway 14 from Victoria to Port Renfrew
Highway 17 from Swartz Bay to Victoria
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